Instructions for Phone Pouch

Parts

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Back section of pouch
Front section of pouch
Main strap
Short weaving strap
Two adjustment buttons
Bag closure button
Small strap for front closure

Assembly Instructions
1. Take the smaller front section of pouch (b) with the rough side facing you
2. Thread the small rubber strap (g) through one of the centre holes in the pouch
starting from the side facing you and then looping back through the other hole so
you have two loose ends the same length on the front side
3. Attach the larger bag closure button (f) over both the loose ends of the strap and
push down until secure

4. Now take the larger back section of the pouch (a) with the smoother inside side
facing you
5. Place the smaller front section (b) over the back section (a) so the holes on both line
up.
6. Now take the shorter weaving strap (d) and thread through the top hole on the right
of the bag starting from the back and threading through to the front.
7. Once you have approximately 2cm of strap pulled through, re thread through the
same hole repeating from back to front.
8. Now take the other end of the strap and threading from front to back, continue to
join the two sections together working in a clockwise direction around the bag
making sure not to twist the thread as you go round.
9. Thread the final hole twice like you did on the other side.
10. Tuck the excess strap under the already woven strap to hide neatly. Cut off any
excess. Repeat on the other side.
11. Now take larger main strap (c) and thread through one of the smaller adjustment
buttons (e) until you have around 15cm of strap pulled through.
12. Take the bag in your hands and thread the main strap through the 2nd hole from the
top on the bag, threading from back to front. Pull around 15cm of the strap through
and thread back through the adjustment button you previously attached to the strap
to form a loop.
13. Now do the same on the other side of the bag. Use the adjustment buttons to adjust
the length of strap to fit.
14. Your bag is complete
You can watch a video demonstration of how to make the coin pouch by copying the
following link into your web browser
https://youtu.be/YoU9fVc0pzs

